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Right here, we have countless books Pdf Batman Asylum Arkham and collections to check out. We additionally manage to pay for
variant types and in addition to type of the books to browse. The enjoyable book, ﬁction, history, novel, scientiﬁc research, as skillfully
as various supplementary sorts of books are readily straightforward here.
As this Pdf Batman Asylum Arkham, it ends up instinctive one of the favored books Pdf Batman Asylum Arkham collections that we
have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the amazing book to have.
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ARKHAM ASYLUM
A SERIOUS HOUSE ON SERIOUS EARTH
Dc Comics Led by the Joker, the patients of Arkham Asylum take over the building and threaten to murder the staﬀ unless Batman
agrees to meet with them, a situation that results in Batman being pushed to the brink of madness himself.

THE ART OF ROCKSTEADY S BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM, ARKHAM CITY & ARKHAM KNIGHT
Harry N. Abrams The Art of Rocksteady Studio's Batman: Arkham Trilogy is the ﬁrst oﬃcial look behind the scenes of one of the
most critically acclaimed and commercially successful video-game series of all time. Collecting together the best preproduction art,
concept sketches, background paintings, character turnarounds, and sketch-to-ﬁnal-ingame comparisons from all three of
Rocksteady's coreArkham titles--Asylum, City, andKnight--this collector's tome takes fans through every stage of the creative process,
from story work by legendary Batman writer Paul Dini to voice work by Kevin Conroy and Mark Hamill, as well as all of the concept art,
development art, production art, and CG artistry in between. Key creative and development talent oﬀer insights into the creative
process through exclusive, candid interviews, making the book the deﬁnitive look back at six years of gaming innovation that have
helped re-imagine the Batman mythos in yet another iconic incarnation.

BATMAN
THE SUNDAY CLASSICS, 1943-1946
Barnes & Noble Collects the Sunday Batman strips as they were originally published in the newspapers in the 1940s, in a book with
behind-the-scenes information and rare promotional materials.

ARKHAM ASYLUM
A SERIOUS HOUSE ON SERIOUS EARTH
Pocket Books On April Fool's Day, the Joker manages to let the inmates loose, take the staﬀ hostage, and demand that Batman enter
the asylum in exchange. This Freudian interpretation on Batman uses many Alice in wonderland parallels.

BATMAN ARKHAM KNIGHT: THE OFFICIAL NOVELIZATION
Titan Books (US, CA) THE OFFICIAL NOVELIZATION OF THE MOST EAGERLY AWAITED GAME OF 2015 -- BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT!
Gotham City is in chaos as the criminal organizations run wild, seeking to ﬁll the void left by the death of the Joker. When the
Scarecrow threatens to unleash a toxin that will kill scores of innocents, the result is uncontrollable panic. TM & (c) DC Comics. (s15)

BATMAN ARKHAM: TALIA AL GHUL
DC Comics Delve into one of the most compelling characters in the Batman mythos in this collection starring Talia al Ghul-daughter
of the Demon. Intelligent, calculating, and composed, this brilliant strategist and master martial artist has proven to be one of the very
few adversaries capable of going head-to-head with Batman on every level. As Ra’s al Ghul’s daughter, she is an elite and lethal
warrior of the League of Assassins. Yet as this collection shows, she enlists in both villain and hero aﬃliations, making her a complex
antihero in her own right. Collects Batman #232 and #656, Detective Comics #411, Batman: Son of the Demon #1, Batman: Death
and the Maidens #9, President Luthor Secret Files #1, Batman Villains Secret Files 2005 #1, Red Hood: The Lost Days #1, Batman
and Robin #12, Batman Incorporated #2-13, and Batman (2016) #34-35.

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT - THE RIDDLER'S GAMBIT
Titan Books (US, CA) THE OFFICIAL PREQUEL TO THE MOST EAGERLY AWAITED GAME OF 2015 -- BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT! The
Joker's death has left a void in the Gotham City underworld--a void the Riddler seeks to ﬁll in the deadliest way possible. Creating a
path of death and destruction, the criminal mastermind places Batman and Robin in an unwinnable scenario, with the clock ticking
down the moments to disaster. TM & (c) DC Comics. (s15)

BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY #1
DC It's been a year since The Joker took over Arkham, and Gotham is still trying to get back to normal in this all-new, 5-issue
miniseries bridging the gap between the hit videogame Batman: Arkham Asylum and the exciting, upcoming sequel, Batman: Arkham
City! And now, an attack by a pair of super-powered twins increases the threat level and triggers Gotham City's new mayor to call for
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drastic measures.

BATMAN: NIGHTWALKER
Ember After making an impulsive choice on his way home from his birthday party, Bruce Wayne must do community service at
Arkham Asylum, where he encounters Madeleine Wallace, a killer with ties to the Nightwalkers terrorizing Gotham.

ARKHAM ASYLUM
LIVING HELL
Dc Comics Written by DAN SLOTT Art by RYAN SOOK and WADE VON GRAWBADGER Painted Cover by ERIC POWELL Collecting the
edgy 6-issue miniseries, ARKHAM ASYLUM: LIVING HELL examines the dark underbelly of Gotham's notorious "House of Madness!"
Warren White, one of Gotham's most successful ﬁnanciers, thought he could beat his jail rap by pleading insanity. Now he's ﬁnding
out why you don't cop an insanity plea in Gotham! Expect appearances by Batman, The Joker, Two-Face, Poison Ivy, Killer Croc, and
the rest of Arkham's regulars - plus the debut of several new Rogues!

INFERNO
Ballantine Books As a mad arsonist known as an Enfer scheme terrorizes the inhabitants of Gotham City, a ﬁre at Arkham Asylum is
engineered to provide an escape opportunity for its most infamous inmate, the Joker, who comes up with a scheme to launch the
ultimate crime wave, disguised as the Caped Crusader himself. Original.

THE DARK KNIGHT: BATMAN AND THE FLOCK OF FEAR
Capstone Supervillain Jonathan Crane, alias The Scarecrow, has always been afraid of birds and now he plans to use his experimental
fear gas to revenge himself on Batman by terrifying Robin to death--but when his plan backﬁres, he ﬁnds himself more scared then
ever.

BATMAN ARKHAM: BLACK MASK
DC Comics Don't miss out on this collection of chaos in Gotham City caused by the Black Mask, featuring the villain's introduction and
much more! Along the way, Black Mask causes mayhem with a total city blackout, and Catwoman faces a dead villain that she was
responsible for killing-the original Black Mask! Collects Batman #386-387, #484-485, and #648, Detective Comics #553, Catwoman
#16 and 83, and Black Mask: Year of the Villain #1.

THE JOKER
A SERIOUS STUDY OF THE CLOWN PRINCE OF CRIME
Univ. Press of Mississippi Along with Batman, Spider-Man, and Superman, the Joker stands out as one of the most recognizable
comics characters in popular culture. While there has been a great deal of scholarly attention on superheroes, very little has been
done to understand supervillains. This is the ﬁrst academic work to provide a comprehensive study of this villain, illustrating why the
Joker appears so relevant to audiences today. Batman’s foe has cropped up in thousands of comics, numerous animated series, and
three major blockbuster feature ﬁlms since 1966. Actually, the Joker debuted in DC comics Batman 1 (1940) as the typical gangster,
but the character evolved steadily into one of the most ominous in the history of sequential art. Batman and the Joker almost seemed
to deﬁne each other as opposites, hero and nemesis, in a kind of psychological duality. Scholars from a wide array of disciplines look
at the Joker through the lens of feature ﬁlms, video games, comics, politics, magic and mysticism, psychology, animation, television,
performance studies, and philosophy. As the ﬁrst volume that examines the Joker as complex cultural and cross-media phenomenon,
this collection adds to our understanding of the role comic book and cinematic villains play in the world and the ways various media
aﬀect their interpretation. Connecting the Clown Prince of Crime to bodies of thought as divergent as Karl Marx and Friedrich
Nietzsche, contributors demonstrate the frightening ways in which we get the monsters we need.

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT SIGNATURE SERIES GUIDE
Penguin The Batman: Arkham Knight Signature Series Guide includes: BE THE BATMAN - This Signature Series guide gives you
everything you need to defeat the united villains of Gotham City in the epic conclusion to the acclaimed Batman: Arkham series.
Comprehensive Walkthrough - Over 300 pages of game-tested strategies lead you step-by-step through the entire experience from
start to ﬁnish--take down every villain! Highly Detailed Area Maps - Our comprehensive maps let you ﬁnd your way through Gotham
City with ease! Pinpoint critical locations, people, and items in every area. Side Missions - Gotham City never sleeps and there's
always work to be done for a hero. Discover and unlock each and every side mission the city has to oﬀer. Augmented Reality
Challenges - Face and defeat every AR Challenge, spanning all the skills and gadgets in your arsenal!

BATMAN
THE LAST ARKHAM
ARKHAM MANOR
Dc Comics "With his family fortune depleted, Bruce Wayne goes underground as his ancestral home is transformed into a new prison
for his archeneies. From his fortiﬁed Batcace below its foundations, the Dark Knight watches as evil moves in above him."--Cover.
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THE ARKHAM SAGA OMNIBUS
From the world of the Batman: Arkham Rocksteady video game series comes the graphic novel tales ﬁlling in the gaps of the story,
now collected here in one massive omnibus edition! This huge volume includes every graphic novel ever published in concert with the
best-selling, critically acclaimed video games Batman: Arkham Asylum, Batman: Arkham City and Batman: Arkham Knight! Follow the
Dark Knight through this amazingly unique take on the world of Gotham City. Explore the stories behind the Joker's death, the birth of
the Suicide Squad, the origin of the new Dark Knight and more! Includes contributions from some of the comics industry elite creators
such as Peter J. Tomasi (Batman & Robin, Superman), Paul Dini (Batman: The Animated Series), Karen Traviss (Gears of War, Halo),
Derek Fridolfs (Batman, Teen Titans), and Adam Beechen (Teen Titans), this oversize omnibus edition is a must-have for any fan of
Batman or the worldwide phenomenon game series ! Collects Batman: Arkham Origins, Batman: Arkham Knight: Batgirl Begins #1,
Batman: Arkham Asylum: The Road to Arkham #1, Batman: Arkham City #1-5, Batman: Arkham City Digital Chapter #1-7, Batman:
Arkham City: End Game #1, Batman: Arkham Unhinged #1-20, Batman: Arkham Knight #1-#12, Batman: Arkham Knight: Robin
Special #1, Batman: Arkham Knight Annual #1, Batman: Arkham Knight: Batgirl & Harley Quinn #1 and Batman: Arkham Knight
Genesis #1-6.

BATMAN ARKHAM: RIDDLER
DC Question: What wicked genius leaves clues for The World's Greatest Detective to lead to his capture, only to arrogantly ﬂaunt how
he can cleverly elude it? Answer: The Riddler. The most madcap exploits of Gotham's resident puzzling prodigy are collected here in
BATMAN ARKHAM: THE RIDDLER! As a criminal mastermind with a propensity for perplexity, Edward Nygma has historically been
Batman's utmost intellectually astute adversary. With a wayward acumen for wreaking havoc, his wits are unmatched. Almost.
BATMAN ARKHAM: THE RIDDLER collects some of the villain's greatest stories by some of the industry's greatest creators, including
Scott Snyder (BATMAN), Gardner Fox (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA), Len Wein (SWAMP THING), Bill Finger (DETECTIVE COMICS), Jim
Aparo (THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD), Paul Dini (GOTHAM CITY SIRENS) and many more!

BATMAN
THE DEFINITIVE HISTORY OF THE DARK KNIGHT IN COMICS, FILM, AND BEYOND
Insight Editions 2020 IBPA Awards Winner! The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight. The World’s Greatest Detective. Bats. This lavish
400-page book tells the complete history of Batman from his 1939 debut in Detective Comics to the current day. Learn secrets and
see exclusive new content taken from some of Batman’s most iconic stories and moments, from the beloved Adam West TV
incarnation, legendary comics such as The Killing Joke, Christian Bale’s iconic interpretation within Christopher Nolan’s trilogy and
Kevin Conroy’s signature performance within the animated series and Arkham Asylum videogame. —The most comprehensive history
of Batman ever written. Over 400 pages detailing every incarnation of The Caped Crusader across comics, TV, animation, movies,
videogames and beyond. —Superstar Contributors. Read interviews and insights from those who have shaped The Dark Knight’s
legend, including Christopher Nolan, Mark Hamill, Tim Burton, Grant Morrison, Julie Newmar, Joel Schumacher, Scott Snyder, Frank
Miller and more. —Exclusive Introductions and Foreword. Read an exclusive introduction and foreword from two of Batman’s most
beloved actors, Kevin Conroy and Michael Keaton. —Never Before Seen Content. Taken directly from the archives of DC and Warner
Bros., enjoy exclusive, unseen treasures from the 80-year history of Batman. —Critically Acclaimed. "Comics? Check. Television?
Check. Films and videogames? Double-check, chums. Over more than 400 pages, the book will have interviews, never-before-seen
photographs from feature ﬁlms, animation cels, and sketches, along with a 40-page ﬁlm treatment from Batman co-creator Bob
Kane." - Batman-News.com

THE ESSENTIAL BATMAN ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ballantine Books A reference covering the complete history of the Dark Knight furnishes entries that provide details on Batman's
history and origins, proﬁles of characters, descriptions of featured places, and an overview of the hero's adventures.

WELCOME TO ARKHAM ASYLUM
ESSAYS ON PSYCHIATRY AND THE GOTHAM CITY INSTITUTION
McFarland Arkham Asylum for the Criminally Insane is a staple of the Batman universe, evolving into a franchise comprised of comic
books, graphic novels, video games, ﬁlms, television series and more. The Arkham franchise, supposedly light-weight entertainment,
has tackled weighty issues in contemporary psychiatry. Its plotlines reference clinical and ethical controversies that perplex even the
most up-to-date professionals. The 25 essays in this collection explore the signiﬁcance of Arkham's sinister psychiatrists, murderous
mental patients, and unethical geneticists. It invites debates about the criminalization of the mentally ill, mental patients who move
from defunct state hospitals into expanding prisons, madness versus badness, sociopathy versus psychosis, the "insanity defense"
and more. Invoking literary ﬁgures from Lovecraft to Poe to Caligari, the 25 essays in this collection are a broad-ranging and thorough
assessment of the franchise and its relationship to contemporary psychiatry.

BATMAN: THE JOKER WAR ZONE (2020-) #1
DC Comics Gotham City is a battleground as The Joker takes over the Wayne fortune and wages a street war against the Dark Knight
and his allies! Enter the “war zone” with short stories featuring characters like Cassandra Cain, Stephanie Brown, and Luke Fox and
see how they’re ﬁghting back in a city under siege! Also, the brutal full debut of the mysterious new anti-hero known as Clownhunter!
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THE FLASH (2016-) #769
DC Comics After an accident pushes Wally West into the time stream, the former Kid Flash lands in the body of his onetime partner,
Impulse. Now sprinting through the 30th century side by side with the mysterious (and, yeah, ridiculous) Gold Beetle, Wally must
uncover what’s causing the destructive explosions that keep propelling him through time and the bodies of other speedsters.

ARKHAM UNIVERSE
THE ULTIMATE VISUAL GUIDE
DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley) Batman: Arkham Universe: The Ultimate Visual Guide details the key storylines, characters,
locations, weapons, gadgets, and equipment of these award-winning, action-adventure games. The book is created in collaboration
with Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment and RockSteady (the game's creators), and features many of the timeless characters
from DC's Batman comics, such as the Joker, Catwoman, Robin, the Penguin, Harley Quinn, and the Riddler. Copyright © 2015 DC
Comics. BATMAN and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics. WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. (s15)

ARKHAM MANOR (2014-) #1
DC When catastrophe strikes Arkham Asylum, where will Gotham City house the world's most dangerous criminals, and when inmates
are found murdered, what is Batman prepared to do in search of justice?

BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT GENESIS
DC Blasting out of the smash-hit video game BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT comes an action-packed look at the gameÕs mysterious
antihero, the Arkham Knight! He is Gotham CityÕs newest vigilante, and his deadly tactics put him in direct opposition to Batman. But
the KnightÕs connections to the Caped Crusader run deep-and he has much more planned than just cleaning up GothamÕs crime. The
Arkham Knight is here to make Batman-and every one of his allies-pay for what they did to him. So who is the Knight and why does he
hate Batman so much? Writer Peter J. Tomasi (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) along with artists Alisson Borges (LOBO) and Dexter Soy
(MORTAL KOMBAT X) delve deep into the psychology and history of the villain (or is it hero?) of the hit game-a must-read for any fans
of RocksteadyÕs acclaimed Arkham trilogy! Collects BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT GENESIS #1-6.

BATMAN: LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH (2019-2019) #1
DC Black Label Bruce Wayne wakes up in Arkham Asylum. Young. Sane. And...he was never Batman. So begins this sprawling tale of
the Dark Knight as he embarks on a quest through a devastated DC landscape featuring a massive cast of familiar faces from the DC
Universe. As he tries to piece together the mystery of his past, he must unravel the cause of this terrible future and track down the
unspeakable force that destroyed the world as he knew itÉ From the powerhouse creative team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg
Capullo, the team that reinvented Batman from the emotional depths of ÒCourt of OwlsÓ to the bombastic power of DARK NIGHTS:
METAL, DC Black Label is proud to present the bimonthly, three-issue miniseries BATMAN: LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH, published at DCÕs
standard comic trim size. par This could be the last Batman story ever toldÉ

BATMAN: LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH
DC Comics Twenty years in the future, Bruce Wayne wakes up in Arkham Asylum. Young. Sane. And... he's never been Batman. So
begins this sprawling tale of the Dark Knight as he embarks on a quest through a devastated DC landscape, featuring a massive cast
of familiar faces from the DC Universe. As he tries to piece together the mystery of his past, he must unravel the cause of this terrible
future and track down the unspeakable force that destroyed the world as he knew it... From the powerhouse creative team of writer
Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo, the team that reinvented Batman from the emotional depths of Batman: Court of Owls to the
epic power of Dark Nights: Metal, DC presents what could be the last Batman story ever told... Collects Batman: Last Knight on Earth
#1-3.

BATMAN VOL. 13: THE CITY OF BANE PART 2
DC Comics The epic ﬁnale of Tom King's Batman run! The bad guys thought they had it made with Bane in control, but with Batman
back in Gotham City they'll be reminded what justice feels like...and how it hurts when it hits you in the face. With Catwoman at his
side, the Caped Crusader is looking to take down Bane's army and reclaim his city. But is the Dark Knight Detective ready to take on
the foe who broke him worse than any other that came before? And what else stands in Batman's way, to put an obstacle between
him and his enemy? Batman and his allies have a choice: let Bane stay in power and guarantee the city's survival, or risk everything
to break free! Collects Batman #80-85 and Annual #4.

ROBIN & BATMAN (2021-) #1
DC Comics The legendary story of Batman and Robin has reached nearly mythic proportions: the crime-ﬁghting Dynamic Duo, always
one step ahead of the criminals they pursue and never meeting a case too big. This isn’t that story. This is the story of a young Dick
Grayson, newly orphaned, struggling to ﬁnd his way in a strange, diﬃcult, dark new world…This is the story of Robin and Batman. The
bestselling creative team behind the Eisner-winning Descender, Jeﬀ Lemire and Dustin Nguyen, reunite in Gotham City to tell the story
of a remarkable young man learning to navigate an incredible new world!

BATMAN
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JOKER'S ASYLUM
Dc Comics Take a twisted journey with Batman's deranged enemy, the Joker, to explore the psychosis of several of the Dark Knight's
famous foes.

BATMAN ARKHAM ORIGINS
Brady Punish Gotham's most vile villains with the help of this BradyGames strategy guide Batman: Arkham Origins Signature Series
Guide is the complete guide to the third instalment in theBatman: Arkham series from Warner Bros. This guide gets the full Signature
Series treatment, complete with extra art, bonus content, and a premium cover, making this a collectible item for any fan. Batman:
Arkham Origins Signature Series Guide provides a complete story walkthrough. You'll get exclusive maps that detail every collectible,
with full puzzle coverage. Get the low-down on your enemies with detailed villain descriptions and be prepared for battle with gadget
explanations, statistics and strategies. Plus, there's full multi-player coverage with modes and maps. In this prequel to Batman:
Arkham Asylum, a young, raw, and unreﬁned Batman faces a deﬁning moment in his crime-ﬁghting career. Crime lord, Black mask,
places a bounty on the Dark Knight's head, drawing eight of the world's deadliest and most dangerous assassins to Gotham City on
Christmas Eve to take out the caped crusader. Master all the techniques and pick up all the tips you need to survive the action-packed
multi-player adventure. Take your game further with Batman: Arkham Origins Signature Series Strategy Guide and BradyGames.

ARKHAM ASYLUM.
Titan Books (UK) 15 years ago, this enigmatic graphic novel performed its mental autopsy on Batman and his enemies, and in doing
so set both its creators on the road to greatness. In Gotham City's home for the criminally insane, Batman confronts his arch-nemeses,
including the Joker, Two-Face and more. Before the battle is over, Batman's mental straight-jacket will have been torn apart, exposing
his every weakness and bringing him far closer to his foes than he could ever possibly have wanted! To celebrate this illustrious
anniversary, Arkham Asylum has been re-launched in this sumptuous hardback that includes Morrison's complete script, original
thumbnail breakdowns, samples of how the story and art came together, and much more!

COFFIN BOUND VOL. 1: HAPPY ASHES
Image Comics Izzy Tyburn has promised the world that if it won’t have her in it, it’ll have nothing of her at all. Chased by an
unstoppable killer, she’s retreading her life, leaving nothing behind but burned rubber, ash, and the sun-scorched bones of those who
get in her way. Ride shotgun on an existential road trip through the tangle of a blood-splattered life. Mad Max: Fury Road meets Neil
Gaiman’s Sandman in this full-throttle, grindhouse fantasy epic! Collects COFFIN BOUND #1-4 “If you like DAN WATTERS’ work on
Lucifer, this is even weirder…” —Neil Gaiman “Wholly original. Fresh concepts and characters pop up on almost every page, courtesy
of [DAN] WATTERS’ mind and DANI’s art. This is a series to keep your eye on.” —Entertainment Weekly “It’s a gleeful of literary
grindhouse comic that brings to mind Milligan’s Arthouse Pulp and notes of PRETTY DEADLY.” —Kieron Gillen “Something that feels a
little bit like the early days of Vertigo Comics laced with the sensibilities of Hunter S. Thompson. WATTERS’ script has a conﬁdent,
poetic swagger while DANI unleashes page after page gorgeous art.” —Nerdist “A damned joy.” —Warren Ellis

BATMAN
THE BLACK GLOVE
Dc Comics An evil adversary, known only as the Black Glove, has planted Batman impersonators within the Gotham City Police
Department, and Batman is pushed to the limits as he battles the mysterious mastermind in a ﬁght for his own life.

ARKHAM CITY: THE ORDER OF THE WORLD (2021-) #1
DC Comics The Joker’s attack on Arkham Asylum left the long-standing Gotham establishment in ruin, most of the patients killed or
missing, and only a handful of surviving staﬀ-a few nurses, a gravely injured security guard, and one doctor. In the chaos of the
assault, it is believed that several of the asylum’s patients escaped and scurried oﬀ into the dark nooks and crannies of Gotham City.
Now, these Arkhamites walk among us, and it’s up to the Asylum’s one remaining doctor, Jocasta Joy, to round up her former patients.
Meet these Arkhamites: a woman with no face, a pyggy in search of perfection, a man who feels nothing and burns everything, a
woman who must devour life to save herself, a man unﬁt for the waking world who looks instead for Wonderland, a body with more
than one soul, a being unbound from time who lives in the present and the past, a boy who seeks the comfort of vermin, and the
twisted man who sees them all for who they are. And witness the avenging angel who stalks them. This fall, join writer Dan Watters
and artist Dani on an odyssey through the deepest depths and darkest shadows of Gotham City and ﬁnd all-new reasons to fear the
night.

BATMAN
THE BIRTHDAY BASH
Cartwheel Books When the Joker escapes from Arkham Asylum, Batman tracks him to an amusement park and tries to stop him
from stealing a valuable gem.

BATMAN
ARKHAM UNHINGED
Dc Comics Dr. Hugo Strange will stop at nothing to bring and keep Batman, Catwoman, and Two-Face behind the walls of Arkham
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Asylum, which he has taken over an entire neighborhood of Gotham City to build.

THE FLASH: THE HUMAN RACE
DC Grant Morrison and Mark Millar's run with the Fastest Man Alive continues here! Collects THE FLASH #136-141 as well as a story
from SECRET ORIGINS #50.
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